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Hi, I’m Jane!
My neighbors Siri, Watson and Alexa think they are so
smart - ummm, NOT! A virtual assistant should never respond
with “I don’t understand the question” - really?!
Personally I love answering questions about the Tollway’s new
smartroad on I-90. I cannot stop bragging about its technology
- as I always say, “Your smart phone is no match for SmartRoad’s
high-tech communication skills.”
Now, grab your beverage and put your feet up - I’m going to
take you on your first adventure on the new SmartRoad! As
you will see, my friends are stuck in a 1950’s time warp
and are easily confused by modern technology. Let’s
see if we can get them into the 21st century!
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For more information, visit illinoistollway.com

SmartRoad
Jane, what are
those futuristic
structures?

Oh Skip, those are
called “gantries.” They
collect data and share info
with drivers like you.
It’s the latest rage for
transportation nerds like me.

Merge

Left Shoulder
blocked 1 mile
ahead

Note to self:
forget paper maps
and back seat
drivers, smartroad
is your new
co-pilot to
travel safer
on i-90.

Blank Signs
Jane, do
i need more
coffee or are
those signs
blank?

Maria, the signs are blank
when there are no incidents to
report on the road.
Personally, I recommend double-shot
Espresso to keep you alert on and off
the road - but that’s just me!
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The signs may be
asleep, but smartroad
is always awake unlike my first period
students!

X’s and Arrows
Jane, did a
spaceship land? Why
are there so many
colorful lights
ahead?

Of course the
colors correspond to
traffic signals...
This is a
Smart road!
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Pace Bus
in Flex
Lane

Don’t go ape, bif! The colorful
lights are smartroad signs.
While i neither confirm nor deny
the existence of spaceships,
i suggest you learn to speak
smartroad before
studying Martian!

Pace Bus
Jane, is that
pace bus cruisin’
for a bruisin’ or
did it just pass
everyone on the
shoulder?

Don’t get frosted, Bunny!
Pace buses are allowed to pass
on the shoulder (aka flex lane)
when the “pace Bus Only” sign is on.
I should be thrilled
that the Pace express
Bus on I-90 gets me to
work on time - only now I
don’t have an excuse to be
late for bogus meetings!
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Flex Lane
Betty,
You can’t pull
over here!

Get with
it, Marty! Jane
says I can always
use the flex Lane for
emergencies, even if the
“Pace Bus Only” sign
is on.

Betty is right (as usual)
you old goof! Not only do
Pace bus drivers have great
eyesight, SmartRoad will
notify drivers of an incident
ahead of time.
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Emergency
stopping only
on shoulder

Jane says, unless you
drive for Pace or have
an emergency, stay out
of the flex lane!

Safety

H.E.L.P.
truck
needed at
milepost 6
stat!

Ignore Marty’s
crying and ice that auto
repair manual, Betty.
SmartRoad can detect
most breakdowns so a
H.E.L.P. Truck has already
been dispatched!
Dialing *999 is
another quick and
easy way to get
H.E.L.P. along the
tollway. I was
even able to use
the H.E.L.P. Truck
Tracker to see
when the truck was
getting close!

This is Jane signing off
with a keen “later gator!”

Play the Jane Game!
Jane wishes you a safe and happy journey along I-90, but
first she wants to see if you can pass her SmartRoad pop
quiz! Are you up for the challenge!?
1) why are the signs blank?
A) lost power
B) nothing to report
C) operators are on vacation
2) Who can use the inside shoulder when the “Pace Bus
Only” sign is on?
A) Pace buses
B) anyone who is running late
C) Broken down vehicles
D) both A and c
3) True or False: the gantries installed every half-mile
collect tolls.
A) True
B) False
Answers: 1) B, 2) d, 3) B - thanks for playing!

